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Abstract: The importance of family planning is rising for countries whose population are too young or old and
where infant mortality is high. There are several factors on family planning which is having the desired number
of children at desired time. Family planning can be applied to both individuals and couples. It studies on
avoiding undesired pregnancies, deciding the time between pregnancies, the right age for pregnancy and the
right number of children. Family planning has several goals; one of them is increasing the health quality of the
mother and children. Collecting and analyzing data about this subject by statistical methods will help family
planning to achieve its goals with no doubt In this research, we tried to decide whether family planning affects
the number of children. We were also able to get some information about how often family planning methods
are used. For these purposes the data about 500 women whose ages are 15-51. It was shown that
comprehensive results may be obtained by  analyzing  family  planning  data  by  using  logistic  regression.
By using our results, we were able to say that it is necessary that woman must be high educated and be well
informed about family planning methods.
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INTRODUCTION Logistic Regression Analysis: Logistic regression is
used to explain the relationship between the dependent

Family  planning   is   having  the   desired   number variable and the independent variables, when the
of children  at  desired  times   of   families.  In other dependent variable is observed into two or more
words,  Family  planning  is removing the undesired categories. The effects of independent variables the
births,  organizing   the   period   between  two dependent variable is defined as probabilities.
pregnancies,   deciding    the  right  age  for  pregnancy Logistic regression’s purpose is to estimate
and   the   right    number    of    children    for  a family. parameters by creating logistic models. It is also possible
The  main      purpose     of     these    works    is   to give to add common variables to the models and so corrected
to   the    children    and   mother   higher   health Y estimates may be obtained according to common
standards. variables. Logistic regression is a statistical technique

Every year,  thousands   of   children  and mother that calculates the estimates of dependent variable and
they do  not  have  the  benefits  of family planning. classifies it by using probability rules. Row data sets or
These  deaths occur    because    of    pregnancies at data in tables may be analyzed by this method [2-5].
very  young  or old age, or frequent and too many There are three main methods in logistic regression
number of     pregnancies.   These   death  frequencies analysis: Binary Logistic Regression  Analysis:  It is
are  high   according   to   health   problems   up to used for dependent variables that have binary values.
frequent  pregnancies.  By   a   successful   family Ordinal Logistic Regression Analysis: It is used for
planning programme the number of deaths may be dependent variable which is ordinal. The observed values
decreased seriously. For the success of these must be at least in three categories. Nominal Logistic
programmes, the data about children and mothers must be Regression Analysis: This method is suitable when
analyzed by statistical techniques such as logistic dependent variable is nominal. The observed values must
regression analysis [1]. be at least in three categories [6, 7].
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this research, the data of 500 women in ages 15-51
in Alpu Town in Eskisehir, about family planning, are
analyzed by logistic regression. It is tired to defined
whether there is a significant effect of family planning or
the number of children, how often such family planning
methods are used and whether they are used
successfully. As software Minitab 12.1 was used to help
about analysis. The variables are age, number of
pregnancy, method, educational level, location and Fig. 1: The number of children
whether a birth control method is used.

Number of Planning, Age Educational Level and
Location: Data about the number of pregnancies of 500
women are analyzed as ordinal data. The factors are set as
age, educational level and location. These risk factors are
analyzed by ordinal logistic regression.

According to Figure 1, there are 64 women with no
child,  247  women with 1 or 2 children, 142 women with 3
or  4  children  and  47  women with 5 or more children.
The regression equation is significant (p=0.000).

In the models it can be observed that age affects the
number of pregnancies at a level of 0.87. We can say that
number of pregnancies increases as age increases.

For educational level, the effect of being illiterate or Fig. 2: The Reasons for Using of Birth Control Method
and just literate affects the number of pregnancies at a
level of 2.29 while being  high  school  graduates  affects For number of pregnancies, the effect on usage of a
at  a  level  of 4.37 and for college graduates it is 24.98. birth control method for women with no or 1-2 children is
The relations are significant except among the illiterates at level of 2.40, for women with 3-4 children is at 2.24 and
and just literates. for group with 5 or more children is at 1.84. All coefficients

The location has an effect on number of pregnancies are not significant for all women. Just for the group of
at a level of 0.48 which is significant. There is a significant college graduated women, it is very close to the critical
difference between the women living in towns and values. If we accept that it is significant, the effect is at
villages but it is not a very important one. level of 8.55.

Using a Birth Control Method, Age, Number of which is at level of 0.88. It leads us to say that there is no
Pregnancies, Educational Status and Location: It will be significant difference between the behaviors of women
researched whether women are using one of the birth living in town or villages.
control methods by effects of age, number of pregnancies, By checking these results, we can say that the
educational status and location. In this research, the data strongest effect on the usage of a birth control method
about 500 women will be analyzed by binary logistic among age, number of pregnancies, educational status
regression. and location, it is the effect of number of pregnancies.

It is seen that 303 of 500 women are using a birth
control method while 197 are not at Figure 2. A significant Reason for Not Using a Birth Control Method, Age
regression model is found (p=0.004). The constant Number of Pregnancies, Educational Status and
coefficient (-1.0927) which is used in the model is Location: The reason of not using  a  birth  control
significant (p=0.041). Age is affecting the usage of a birth method will be tried to investigate by using data of the
control method with a level of 1.03 which is statistically 197 women who are not using a method by binary logistic
meaningful. regression.

Location does not have a statistically important effect
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According to the results of analysis, 56 of 197 are not Location is also affecting at a level of 1.22 which is
using a method because of pregnancy while 141 of 197 are statistically meaningless. So location is not an important
giving other reasons. The obtained regression model is factor. So the most important factor affecting the usage of
statistically sufficient to explain the reason.  (p=0.000). an effective method is age.
The constant term  (-20)  is  not  significant  (p=0.996).
Age is affecting the reasons with 0.87 level which is DISCUSSION
significant. According to this, as the age increases, the
proportion of non-birth control users is increasing too. One of the goals of this research is to show that

For the number of pregnancies variable, for all logistic regression can be used to analyze  the  data
categories, relations are not meaningful. So the number of related to family planning. At the end, it is  seen  that
children of the family is not an important variable. high-educated women has less number of pregnancies

For educational status, the case is as the same as for and using more effective methods. Location is not an
the number of pregnancies variable. But, also, the important factor for using a birth control method and the
coefficients of groups primary school graduates and high number of pregnancies. Family planning education
school graduates, obtained values are very close to the programmes  may   be  applied  to  uneducated  and
critical values since 107 of 197 are primary school women with many children. To increase the number of
graduates and 27 of 197 are high school graduates. If we high-educated women will be a solution also to instruct
would accept that they are significant, the level of effect the young and married women will get rid of many
would have been 3.48, for primary and 4.16 for high school problems.
graduates.
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